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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Audio-visual programs often vary markedly from. one school system
to another.

The primary reason is tha.t different teaching situations

require different types of media.

In some situations teachers need

fewer media because of the nature of their field.

Other teachers have

greater need :f'or media because of their :methods of teaching.

Some

use media at a high level ot sophistication, while others may be less

sophisticated.

These and other factors enter into the determination

of the adequacy of an educational audio-vinal. prograa in a given
situation.

These factors make it difficult to establish precise

guidelines for evaluating a particular program.
The difficulties attached to establishing eq_uipaent, personnel,
materials, facilities and serViees guidelines tor the audio-visual
field are well-recognized.

Dr. Arma L. H;rer, executive secretary of

the Department of Audio-Visual Instruction (DAVI) of the National
Education Association mentioned some of the dangers involved in such
an

undertaking when she wrote the following in Au.diovieal Instruction:
Setting quantitative standards is somewhat dangerous.
In the eyes or many administrators, :minima standards
tend to become maxilllunl ones. Furthermore, basic
standards need to be adapted to local conditions. It
is quite possible that a miniawl standard in one school
u.y be fdrq adequate for another, and likewise, what is
conside~d ample for one district is sub-standard for
another. 1

1Anna L. Byer, "Setting Quantitative Standards," Audiovisual

Instruction, December 1961, p. 560.
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It was with this in mind ihat the writer proceeded with ·this
study.

Standards of criteria can be useful, but must in the end be

considered in the light of a particular situation.
Statement of the Problem
'lhe status of an educational audio-visual program is not likely
to be !mown without periodic evaluation.

For constructive thinking

about practical affairs, knowledge of the existing situation is
essential.

Comm.unity High School District #155 has not initiated a

process or periodic evaluation for their audio-visual program and ma:r
profit from a knowledge of the present status of the audio-visual
program in the district.
Purpose of the Stud.I
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the audio-visual
program. of Comm.unity High School District #155 in Crystal Lake,
Illinois.

It was hoped that this evaluation would give to the

administration of District #155 an awareness of any program deficiencies
and encourage improvement where needed.
Scope of the Study
The study consisted of a survey of the two high schools in
Comm.unity High School District 4155 in Crystal lake, Illinois.

Both

schools were four-year high schools, one with an e:nrollment of approximately 1,350, the other 800.

'!be survey was limited to an inventory of'

audio-visual personnel, services, equipment, and facilities and to a
compilation of teacher opinion concerning audio-Visual resources.

3
Method of the Study
'!he evaluation of the audio-visual program of Comm:unit;y High
School District #155 was made b;y means of' a survey.

'lhe survey was

conducted through interviews with the superintendent and the audiovisual director of the system.

'lhe various audio-visual program

elements were evaluated according to the criteria chosen for the study.
'lhe criteria used for evaluation were:

(1) Standards recoDended b;y

the Comittee on Professional Audio-Visual standards, Department of'
Audio-Visual Instruction, National Education Association; (2) Recent
literature relevant to the audio-visual field; (3) Instructional
need as perceived b;y the teachers of District #155.

Information concerning the adequacy or inadequacy ot the program
as perceived

by

the teachers of District 1155 was compiled b;y means

of a questionnaire.

(See appendix A)

'lhe questionnaire was taken to

the schools and placed in each of the teachers• mailboxes.

Teachers

were instructed to return the completed questionnaires to the of'f'ice
of the building principal.
returned to the writer.

'!be completed questionnaires were then

'!he purpose of this questionnaire was to

determine whether the teachers believed that available audio-visual
equipment, materials, facilities, and services were adequate, and, if
not, in what areas they were lacking.
After the data was compiled and analyzed, recomendations l«tre
made for the improvement of the audio-visual.program of' Communit;y High
School District 1155.

CHAPTER II
RELATED RESEARCH
In a renew

or

related research, three studies were found that have

a direct relationship to this

stu~.

One of these studies was

conducted by Roy J. VanDreser in 19.59.

'.lb.e purpose of his study was

to suggest a plan of audio-"lisual serVices to improve and assist
classroom instruction at Lake Park High School in Meclinab, IJ H nois.
Va.nDreser reViewed current publications which provided information
indicative

or

trends in audio-visual instruction.

'.lb.e information

compiled was then used as a basis.tor the development of a plan 0£
audio-Visual services for Lake Park High School. 1
In 1961 another stu~ was conducted by David Boyd.

of his

stu~

'.lb.e purpose

was to evaluate the audio-visual program o:r the coaunit;y

school system in Rochester, Indiana.

'!he

stu~

was conducted by means

ot a survey, using the state recommendations for audio-visual prograas

in Indiana as criteria for evaluation.2
'.lb.eodore Rohr conducted the third

stu~,

in 1965, when he evaluated

the audio-visual program in the Danville Public Schools in Danville,

1Roy J. VanDreser, "A Proposed Plan ot Audio-Visual Services for
Lake Park High School,• (unpublished research paper, Audio-Visual
.Administration, Stout State College, 1959), P• 2.
2David B. Boyd, "A Survey of the Audio-Visual Program for the
Community Schools of Rochester, Indiana," (unpublished Master• s
'.lb.esis, Audio-Visual Education, Eastern Illinois University, 1961),
p. l.
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Illinois.

'lhe criteria used for evaluation in this study were the

audio-visual standards listed in the Instructional Materials Bulletin
of the Illinois Curriculum Program.J
All of the studies found the audio-visual programs to be deficient

in a number of areas.

'lhe areas found to be deficient in all three of

the studies were audio-visual personnel, physical facilities for

audio-visual media, and audio-visual materials and equipment.

3'lheodore V. Rohr, 0 A Survey of the Auclio-Visual Program in the
Danville Public Schools, Danville, Illinois,• (unpublished Master•s
thesis, Audio-Visual Education, Eastern Illinois University, 1965), p. 2.

CH.APTER III
atITERIA USED TO EVALUATE THE AUDIO-VISUAL PROGRAM
A review of recent literature relevant to the audio-visual
field revealed that an audio-visual program must have certain fundamental elements conducive to effective and efficient operation.
fund.a.mental elements were:

'lhese

(1) administration and supervision;

(2) physical facilities; (J) materials and equipment; (4) production
services; {5) in-service education; (6) budget; (7) evaluation.

'lhese

were the seven elements used in this evaluation.
Administration and Supervision
'lhe chief administrator of any school unit ordinarily must
delegate to a specialist the co-ordination of the specific program.
which provides teachers and students with services encompassed by the
term audio-visual instruction.

'.Iherefore, the selection of this

specialist assumes increasing importance.

'.the audio-visual personnel

of a school frequently carries the title of audio-visual coordinator
or director.

He is the one about whom the audio-visual activities of

the school revolve, and upon whose interest and enthusiasm the success
of the program rests.
'lhe audio-visual director of a school should be competent in a
number of areas.

'lhe Instructional Materials :&lletin of the Illinois

Curriculum Program has listed selected competencies for audio-visual
personnel.

(See Appendix B.)

'!his person should be a qualified
6
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teacher, preferably with teaching experience.

'!his person should be

one with leadership ability who is able to assist teachers and students
in the use or various types of audio-visual materials and equipment.
In order

also

be

to best carry out his duties, the audio-visual director

must

familiar with the goals of the instructional program or the

school and lalow and understand the process of curriculUJI development.
He must have broad lmowledge of and :f"amiliarity with audio-visual materials

including sources for their procurement arid varied methods for their
utilization. He must
know

be

able to select and evaluate materials and

how to ca.t&log, classify and process them. 1
'lhe role of' the audio-visual director in relation to his duties

has been the subject of' much debate.

One helpful analysis of duties

of audio-Visual directors was developed by •mbers of the Oregon AudioVisual Association.

(See Appendix C.)

'.Ihe listing classified the

duties according to administrative, supervisory, advisory, and technica.l.
'lhe administrative duties of the audio-visual director include
organizing the operation of the :materials program. within the schools
and administering this program, with the assistance of coordinators.

The director must also determine equipment
schools and select and purchase materials

and

and

:materials needs of the

equipment with the help

or teacher committees and technical assistance.

The uteri.a.ls and

equipment must be organized into an efficient circulation system.

It

is also the duty of the audio-visual director to keep reports and
records of materials

and

equipment and to make reports to the school

1Illinois Curriculum Program, Instructional. Materials, Springfield.
Office of the SUperintendent of Public Instruction, 1963, pp. 126-127.
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administration concerning the operation and needs of the program.
Finally the audio-visual director m:u.st promote public relations leading
to .an understanding of and support of the audio-visual program. 2
'lhe supervisory duties or the audio-visual director include
supervising,

throug~

the coordinators, the operation of the program in

the individual schools.

It is the duty of the audio-visual director

to plan and carry on an in-service teacher training program and to
confer with teachers regarding utilization of materials.

An important

part of the supervisory aspect of the audio-visual program is that of
informing teachers.

The director should issue bulletins giv.i.ng infor•

mation on avail.ability and use of materials and equipment.
.

It is also

desirable to organize and make avail.able a handbook giving information
on comm.unity resources available for edUcational use.J
'lhe advisory duties

or

the audio-visual director include

conferring with administrators in the planning of school facilities.
The director should also assist in curriculum planning

by

advising

administrators, superT.Lsors, and cmrriculua specialists in the
selection and use of equipment and materials for curriculum change.
The technica.1 duties of the audio-visual director include repairing
and maintaining equipment and materials and producing or supervising
production of m.a.terials. 4

2 Carleton

York:

Erickson, Administering Audio-Visual Services
The Macmillan Company, 1964), pp. l#-16.

3Ibid.
4 Ibid.

(New
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'lhe amount of time given to the audio-visual director to perform these duties usually depends upon the size of the particular
school system.

The Department of Audio-Visual Instruction lists the

following personnel guidelines for elementary and secondary
education:
In schools with 15 teachers or less ••••

visual specialist.

t

time audio-

In schools with 16 to .30 teachers •••••• 1 full-time
audio-visual.specialist.
Add one audio-visual specialist for each additional
40 teachers or major fraction thereof.

One semi-professional assistant (technician, graphic
artist, clerk, photographer, etc.) for each
30 teachers.'
Physical Facilities
It is evident that requirements for physical facilities in education a.re changing rapidl;r.

Seldom does one find any two schools which

a.re called upon to meet the same audio-visual requirements.

Regardless

of the type or size of the teaching-learning facility, many factors
must be given consideration.

'lb.ere a.re, however, certain standards

:for physical :facilities which

can be

recommended :for schools.

(See

Appendix D. ) ·
Every classroom and auditorium should be provided with means of
controlling illumination satisfaotoril;r for all types of projection.
Provisions must also be made for adequate air change in the classroom
or auditorium before, during, and after their use as projection rooms.

5Department of Audio-Visual Instruction, Quaptita.tive Standards
for Audiovisual Personnel, .Equipment, and Materials, A report prepared
by the Department of Audio-Visual Instruction (Washington D. C.:
National Education Association, 1966), p. 5.
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All classrooms and auditoriums should be provided with projection
screens and projection stands.

Permanently installed speakers are not

recou.ended for classrooms since speakers with portable 16mm sound
projection equipment are adequate.

However, a minimum of two installed,

high-fidelity speakers should be provided !or an auditorium.

In

planning all buildings provisions should be made for artificial light
control and electrical outlets.

All rooms and student traffic areas

should be so constructed and treated that normal noises and unusual
background sounds will be minimized..

Provisions should be made for dis-

play areas in classroo:m.s and in other parts of the building.

Adequate

free space should be :m.ade available at both the front and the rear of
classrooms and auditoritlllls to permit small-group actiVities.

Special

file cabinets and other tnes of storage space essential to proper filing,
storing, and :m.aintenance of audio-visual materials and equipment :must
be ms.de available.6

In addition to the above, every school should include an audio-

visual center.

According to the Instructional !faterials BslJ.etin of

the Illinois Cllrrioulu:m. Program, the overall objectives of the _center are
to implement and to serve the objectives o:f the particular school in

keeping with its philosophy of education.
Some general ol:>jectives of the audio-visual center common to all
schools, elementary and secondary, are as follows:
a.

To provide in a central area appropriate and wellbalanced collections of audio-visual materials.

6Charles F. Schuller (ed.), The School Administrator apd Hi!
Audio-Visual Prosram (Washington D. c. : Department of Audio-Visual
Instruction, National Education Association, 19.54), pp. 62-65.
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b.

To stimulate and guide students and teachers through
formal and informal instruction to become skilltul
and discriminating users of all kinds of audio-visual
materials and resources.

c.

To encourage and assist teachers in the selection,
evaluation, production, and wide utilization of
audio-visual materials.

d.

To contribute to the in-service education of teachers.7

In order to carry out the above objectives the audio-visual center

must have certain facilities.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

'lhese a.re:

Office area
Teacher preparation room with previewing area
Materials preparation room
Technical processes room
storage area8

Materials and feuiment
Among the important elements of an audio-visual program are the
audio-visual
materials and equipment.
,

'!he task of acquiring the audio-

visual materials and equipment that teachers need for accomplishing
their objectives requires an intimate lmowledge of audio-visual technology.

With the vast selection or materials and equipment on the market

today, it is the job or the audio-visual director to select those that
will contribute most to the instructional need of the school system.
determination of criteria to guide the selection of
audio-visual materials should begin with the ultimate goals
of the instructional prograa to which.they are intended
to contribute. While in most cases these goals will be
found to have been developed previously and to be in a

Any'

?Illinois Curriculum. Program, op, cit._, p, 97,
8James

w.

Brown and Kenneth D, Norberg, AP,inistering Educational
Media (McGraw-Hill, Inc,, 1965), pp, 270-2'71,
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state of continuous revision and refinement, they
should be re-examined and regularly considered as part
or the materials selection process.9
Other basic factors that deserve consideration in determining
which materials to acquire and incorporate into the instructional
program are listed by Erickson as follows:
1. What teachers want and need in terms of present and
hoped-for curriculum.
2.

Nature of previqus local experience.

J.

status of school facilities.

4.

Cost and financial support; present and estimated
for the fllture.

5. Present and fUture supply: for purchase.
6. .Predicted service difficulties to be surmounted.

7. Scope of staff coverage.
8.

Nature of the roles the materials will play in meeting
instructional needs.lo

Another requirement in fol'DlUlating selection criteria is to provide
easily: understood standards to facilitate mak1ng the necessary discriminative judgments among available materials.

Brown and Norberg in their

book, Administering Fduca.tional Media, have listed some general
areteria for this purpose.

(See Append.ix E. )

Among the factors that must be taken into consideration is
authenticity.

Is the material factually: accurate and up to date?

Materials must also meet the criterion of appropriateness.

It should

be appropriate with respect to vocabulary level, difficulty of concepts,

etc., it should promote the general educational goals of the school,

9rud., p. 12.
lOJ!lrickson, op. cit., p. 36.
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and should not be in any way objectionable.
interesting and stimulating to the users.
organized and well-balanced.

Materials should also be
'.they should be well-

In addition consideration should be given

to the technical quality of the material in terms of the visual image,
sound, and color.11
The kind and amount of equipment obtained is also a matter of
great importance to the success of any audio-visual program.

Table 1

lists the equipment standards recommended by the Department of AudioVisual Instruction.
In addition to these quantitative guidelines there are some basic
criteria that should be ta.ken into consideration in judging the value
of audio-visual equipment.

Brown and Norberg list the following factors

to be ta.ken into this consideration.
1.

Usefulness - Will it be used with sufficient frequency
to justify its purchase?

2.

Operability - Is the item simple and relatively foolproof in its operation?

3.

Performance - Will the item perform. as necessary in
accordance with accepted standards of efficiency for
its various optical, electronic, mechanical, or
other systems?

4.

Safety - Is the item safe? Are turning gears protected?
Is the chassis grounded? Is the unit equipped with a
three-wire grounding U-type plug?

5. O:>mpatibilit:y - tbes the item "fit" with others

already in the equipment collection? Are its frequently
replaced parts interchangeable with other units in
existing equipment collections?

6.

sturdiness - Is the item well-built, of sufficiently
strong materials?

ll:arown and Norberg, OJ?. cit., p. 74.

TABLE 1
EQUIPMENT GUIDELDIES (SEOONDARY EDUCATION)12
Basic

Advanced

16mm Sound Projector

l per 10 teaching stations l per 5 teaching stations

8mm Projector

l per building

Number will have to be
based on availability or
film cartridges

2:x2 Automatic Slide

l per building

l per 5 teaching stations

Projector

5 teaching stations

Combination FilmstripSlide Projector

1 per 10 teaching stations l per

Sound Filmstrip
Projector

Combine available filmstrip l per building
projector with existing
record player or tape
recorder
·1 per building

.3tx4 Projector

l per school district

Filmstrip Viewer

l per

3 teaching stations

l per teaching station

Overhead Projector
10 x 10

1 per

4 teaching stations

l per teaching station

Opaque Projector

l per building

l per floor

TV Receivers

1 per department where
programs are available

1 per 24 viewers in a
classroom where programs
are available

Record Players

1 per 10 teaching stations

l per 5 teaching stations

Tape Recorders

l per 10 teaching stations

l per

Micro-Projector

1 per school

l per department where
applicable

Closed-Circuit TV

All new construction should include provisions
for installation at each teaching station. Older
buildings should be wired as need develops.

Radio Receivers

AM/ FM

3 per building

5 teaching stations

l per 10 teaching stations

l2Department of Audio-Visual Instruction, o:e. cit., pp. ll-13.
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7.

Repairabilit;y - Is the item capable of being repaired
without undue expenses for parts, labor, or transportation?

8.

Portability (if required) - Is the item sufficiently
light to be lifted or carried by users? Is it so
large that it is awkward to carry?

9.

Reetation - Does the make or the item have an established reputation for quality and utility?

10.

Cost - Is the price of the item in line with those of
competitive m.akes of the same type or quality?

11. Warranty - What is the warranty with respect to the
number or months of free service?
12.

Service - "What additional (beyond the warranty) service
is offeredt13

Production Services
The curriculum should determine the types of instructional
materials needed for effective teaching.

To accomplish a specific

learning objective teachers must often rely upon instructional
materials which they prepare locally.

While there is a multitude of

comm.ercially prepared audio-visual materials one must realize that
comm.ereially produced materials cannot possibly fit every teaching
situation or answer every teaching need.14 Frequently, highly
effective teaching materials can be made by the pupils or teachers
themselves.

Properly conceived and locally produced teaching

materials are psychologically and philosophically sound.

They embody

pupil participation, they develop naturally out of recognized educational
needs, and they are specific to the immediate classroom situation.15

l3Brown and Norberg, op, cit., pp. 104-105.
14Illinois Curriculum Program, op. cit., p. 83.
15sab.uller, op, cit,, p. 83.
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The purpose of local. production then is to provide otherwise
unavailable learning materials which are needed immediately.

It is

the duty of the audio-visual director to encourage and supervise such
production.

As stated above the curriculum will deter.mine the types

of materials needed.

Appendix F contains a listing of facilities,

supplies, and services for local production which a typical school
system should have available.
In Service Education

Many teachers are competent in the use of audio-visual materials
and equipment when they begin to teach, while many others are either
poorly prepared or not at all.

One of the duties of the audio-visual

director then is to keep those who are competent informed and UP-to-date
and to work with those teachers who are poorly prepared so that they
become skilled in this area.

To attain this objective the audio-

visual director should initiate a program of in-service education.
This program. should assist teachers in the following areas:
l.

Understanding the place of audio-visual methods in
teaching.

2.

Knowledge of the operation of all audio-visual
equipment available to the teacher.

J.

Knowledge and skill in the preparation of teaching
materials.

4. Evaluation and utilization skills.16
Buciget
In order to make and carry out plans for the improvement of

instruction, the audio-visual director must have financial support

l6Ibid. ' p. 166.
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specifically allocated for this purpose.

Upon the director then

rests the responsibility for an analysis of needs and the pursuit of
financial support to meet those needs.
that is workable in all situations.

There is no definite pattern

There are, however, some general

suggestions that are helpful.
1.

Having needs, goals, and costs in mind, both present
and long-term.

2.

Minimum standards information is useful when available.

3. Adequate records of services rendered are userui. 17
Evaluation
An important element of a successful audio.visual program is the
determination of how effectively it is functioning.

The administration

needs evaluation information in order to direct attention and assistance
where needed, to budget intelligently, to plan for improvements, and
to make long-range plans for :f'urther development.

Much of the

evaluation must be informal and occur on a day by day basis.

Other

phases of the evaluation procedure may follow a more rigid pattern.
On a continuing basis teachers and administrators must evaluate
the audio-visual program by considering such questions as:
1.

Is the instructional material readily available to
staff members?

2.

Are teachers familiar with, and are they actually making
use of, the educational media that are available?

3.

Do teachers plan the use of instructional materials in
advance?

4.

Are teachers using materials that are most appropriate
for the particular instructional activity going on at
a given time?

17Erickson, op. cit., p. 341.
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5. Is the use of instructional materials planned
in order to promote specifio educational objectives

in each learning activity?l~

18r111nois Curriculum Program, op. cit., p. 107.

CHAPTER IV
THE PRESENT AUDIO-VISUAL PROGRAM AT

COMMUNITY HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT f 155

Community High School Di.strict #155 had appro:x:imatel.7 2150
students enrolled in grades 9 through 12 for the 1965-1966 school
year.

It operated two buildings, one having an enrolllllent of approxi-

matel.7 1350, and the other 800.

'lb.ere were 105 classroom teachers in

the district. 1
'lhe district audio-visual department was initiated in 1963 with
the appointment or Calvin Stockm.an as audio-visual director.

Stockman

has written the following as the purpose of' the audio-visual department:
The purpose of the department of audio-visual services
of Conullunity High School District #155 is to provide
adequate facilities and resources to improve the overall quality or education in the district. 'lhe program
is designed and administered to help the student learn
by aiding the teacher in disseminating lmowledge. 2
Administration a.pd Supervision
'lhe audio-visual personnel of District 1155 consisted of one
person, the audio-visual director.
audio-visual program.

He was responsible f'or the total

He held a Master's Degree in school administra-

tion with an emphasis in audio-visual education, was a certified teacher,
and had had teaching experience.

lealvin stoCkma.n, Coauni,tY High School Di.strict 1155 AudioVisual Report, a report prepared for the Eastern Illinois University
Graduate Workshop, 1965, p. l.
2Ibid.
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'Ihe duties of the audio-visual director of Di.strict #155 could
be classified according to administrative, supervisory, advisory, and
technical.

The administrative duties listed in Appendix C were per-

formed by the audio-visual director.

'!he program was administered

under a central budget and inventory, but was operated from. two separate
centers.

'!he needs of the program were determined through the help of

the teachers.

Outside technical assistance was obtained when needed.

Reports were made to the school administration both through formal
records and through departmental chairmen.
The supervisory duties listed in Appendix C were carried out by
the audio-visual director with the following exceptions.

Since there

were too many teachers for one person to confer with, the director was
not able to confer with all teachers regarding utilization practices.
Therefore, much of this was channeled through departmental chairmen.
Lack of personnel would also account for the fact that information
concerning community resources for educational use was not organized
and made available.
When the adaptation for media use in new buildings was involved,
the advisory duties of the director included conferring with administrators in the pl.a.nning of new buildings.

In the area of curriculum

planning, the audio-visual director assisted in the implementation of
audio-visual materials for curriculum changes.
All technical aspects of the program were under the supervision
of the director.

Teachers were, however, encouraged to produce their

own materials, with technical assistance from the audio-visual director.
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Physical Facilities
1he physical facilities of District #155 were found to be
adequate in most areas when compared with those listed in Appendix D.
All teaching stations, with the exception of some physical education
areas, were equipped with means for light control.

'lbe teaching areas

at Crystal Lake Co111111unity High School were equipped with venetian
blinds, while the teaching areas at Cary-Grove CoJ11111unity High School
were equipped with darkening drapes.
lation were made in all areas.

Physical provisions for venti-

Approximately 80 per cent of the teaching

areas were equipped with permanently mounted projection screens.

Plans

were being ma.de for the remainder of the areas to be equipped within
two years.

Projection stands were not provided for each classroom.

All movable projection equipment, however, was provided with a stand.
'.Ihe auditorium in each building was equipped with a projection booth
and with a sound system designed by sound engineers.
were provided with two or more electrical outlets.
provided with speaker and microphone outlets.
used portable sound systems.

All classrooms
Auditoriums were

Other teaching areas

Provisions had not been made in any

teaching area for radio or television outlets.

In the opinion of the

audio-visual director, the acoustical provisions were average.

'lbe

acoustics within the classrooms were adequate, but in some situations
background noises between classrooms were objectionable.
for display facilities were adequate in both buildings.

Provisions
Project or

special activity areas were somewhat lacking in most classrooms,
though the auditoriums were adequate in this area.
were average in the opinion of the director.

storage facilities

He indicated that some

improvement was needed in this area and that it was presently being
studied.
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There were two audio-visual centers in District #155, one in
each building.

'!he center at Crystal Lake ColllDlunity High School

consisted of four rooms and had a total of approximately 600 square
feet.

The audio-visual center at Cary-Grove Community High School was

temporarily located in a conference room and an additional room for
equipment storage.

Both centers were designed for a decentralized

program.
One of the major weaknesses of the audio-visual centers of
District #155 was that it was difficult for students to utilize audiovisual materials except under the supervision of various departmental
areas.

This was due to the lack of a audio-visual supervisory staff

in each building.

With the exception of continual supervision, those

facilities and services which an audio-visual center should provide,
as listed in the criteria in C.hapter III, were provided in the Crystal
Lake Coaunity High School center.

The Cary-Grove Community High

School audio-visual center was lacking in all aspects except a
materials preparation area and a storage area.
Materials !Jld §guipm.ent
It was somewhat difficult to carry out an ob_jective evaluation of
a school system's materials program.

According to the audio-visual

director of Di.strict 1155, the criteria listed in C.hapter III were
taken into consideration when determining materials needs.

The extent

to which the materials resources of the district were adequate for the
instructional need could be determined primarily from the findings of
the teacher questionnaire.
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'!he acequacy of available equipment could be determined by a
comparison with Department of Audio-Visual Instruction (DAVI)
standards.
stations.

The majority of these standards were based on teaching
District 1/:155 had 125 teaching stations.

Th.e "basic"

classification of the DAVI standards represented quantities needed for
a filnctioning program in a school.

(See Table 2.)

Production SerVices
Production of materials in Co11l!llunity High School District 1155
was carried on at both buildings.

Teachers were encouraged to produce

their own materials with the equipment and facilities provided.

How-

ever, materials requiring more specialized sldlls were produced by the
audio-visual director.
When compared with the criteria for production equipment listed
in Appendix F, District #155 was found to have available all but five
items:
1.

Production centers are lacking in drafting tables.

2.

Light tables a.re needed in both production oenters for
inspecting transparent materials and for tracing.

J.

'lhe system at present does not have either 35mm or
Poloroid cameras available.

4.

Simple motion picture editing equiP01ent is needed.

5. Darkroom equipment is needed in both buildings.
In-SerVice Education
Community High School District #155 does not carry on a formal
in-service program in audio-Visual education.

It was the philosophy

of the district audio-Visual director that this type service can best
be carried out on a one-to-one basis.

Th.ere.fore, the in-service program

was carried on through departmental channels.

TABIE 2
SURVEY OF EQUIPMENT AND OOMPARISON WITH REOOMMENDED STANDARDS

FOR A BASIC PROGRAM
Feuipaent
16mm Sound Projector

Basic

Advanced

1 per 10 teaching stations 1 per 5 teaching stations

District 1155

Needs

10

2

1 per building

--

1

1

1 per building

1 per 5 teaching stations

1

1

Combination Filmstrip- 1 per 10 teaching stations 1 per 5 teaching stations
Slide Projector

13

*&am Projector
2.x2 Automatic Slide

Projector

3tx4 Projector

1 per school district

1 per building

2

Filmstrip Viewer

1 per J teaching stations

1 per teaching station

0

1 per building

1

Sound Filmstrip·
Projector

--

Overhead Projector
10 x 10

1 per 4 teaching stations

1 per teaching station

Opaque Projector

1 per building

1 per floor

5

TV Receivers

1 per department where
programs are available

1 per 24 viewers in classrooms where programs are
available

0

Micro-Projector

1 per school

1 per department where
applicable

0

Record Players

1 per 10 teaohing stations l per 5 teaching stations
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Tape Recorders

1 per 10 teaching stations 1 per 5 teaching stations

16

19

41
~

12

1 per
department
2

TABLE 2--Continued
Equipment

Basic

Advanced

Closed-Circuit TV

All new construction should include provisions
for installation at each teaching station. Older
buildings should be wired as need develops.

Radio Receivers AM/'FM

3 per building

1 per 10 teaching stations

District 1155
No provisions
made

~

As stated

2

4

1 per building should be battery operated
l set all-wave for language use

*Significant changes are oocuring in the 8.mm medium which do not at present justify quantitative
guidelines. Because of the important contribution of these films to individual and small group
learning, however, conservative quantities have been suggested. As equipment and materials
become more stabalized and as sources fxpand, schools should increase the quantities beyond the

amounts suggested in these guidelines.J
N

\JI

'.3nepartment of Audio- Visual Instruction, op, ci t,, p, ll.
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Budget
The operation of the audio-visual program of Community High
School District #155 was carried on with funds specifically allocated
for this purpose.

Purehases from the district audio-visual budget are

made on the basis of the following procedures:

I. Determination of Need
A. Examine present inventory
B. Examine present physical facilities

c.

Set priority on equipment desired

II. Budget Preparation
A.

Determine purehasing policies
1.
2.

J.

B.

Selection of equipment needed to provide required
service
1.
2.

J.

c.

Discuss procedures with immediate nperior
Discuss with Business Manager or Purchasing Agent
Define purchasing terms

Quality required
Quantity essential
Justifioa.tion of qualifications

Actual cost determination
l.
2.

J.

4.

Prepare specification
Secure addresses of reliable dealers
Secure bid prices in writing
Se1ect supplier on basis of price, reliability,
and service. 4

Evaluation
An objective, periodic evaluation for the audio-visual program of

Community High School District 1155 was not being conducted at the time

4stockman, op. cit., p. 7.
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or this survey. However, a somewhat subjective and informal day-by-day
evaluation system served to indicate some strengths and weaknesses or
the program..

CHAPTER V
FINDINGS OF TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
The purpose of the teacher questionnaire was to determine the
status of the audio-visual program of District 1155 as perceived by the
teachers.

One-hundred five teachers were given the questionnaire.

total of 71 or 68 per cent were returned.

A

'.lhe answers to the questions

asked on the questionnaire were secured by the writer from the audiovisual director of the district.
Services and Facilities
The first page of the questionnaire consisted of ten questions
concerned with services and facilities.
this part of the questionnaire.

Table 3 shows the results of

An examination of the table showed

only one area in which a majority of the teachers reporting considered
the program to be inadequate.

When asked if facilities were available

for students to pursue independent study using audio-visual materials

and equipment, 68 per cent of the teachers reported 11no."
When questioned upon whether the audio-visual department furnished
a catalog of available equipment and materials, 65 per cent answered
11

yes," 3.5 per cent "no." At the time of this study the department did

not furnish a catalog of all available equipment and materials.
a catalog was in the process

o:f being

However,

compiled.

When questioned as to whether facilities were provided for previewing films and film.strips, 87 per cent reported •yes," 13 per cent
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"no." A preview room was provided at Cey'stal Lake Colllllunity High
School.

'Ihe Cary-Grove school did not have a preview room; therefore,

the teachers JIU.St use departmental offices tor this function if classrooms are in use at the time.
When asked if a teacher workroom was provided for materials preparation, 87 per cent reported •yes," 13 per cent "no." According to
the audio-visual director, each building had facilities f'or materials
preparation. When asked if' they were notified by the audio-visual
director of new materials in their field, 76 per cent of the teachers
reported "yes," 24 per cent "no." 1his duty was carried out by the
audio-visual director whenever possible.

However, due to the large

number of teachers, much of this information was channeled through
departmental chairmen.
1hree questions were concerned with the area of' instruction in
audio-visual materials and equipment. When asked if' they had been
instructed by the director in the use of audio-visual materials and
equipment, 82 per cent reported

"yes,"

18 per cent ttno." Of' the

18 per cent reporting "no" 12 per cent reported that instruction had
been o.f.fered, but they did not need it.

1.he other 6 per cent reported

that instruction in this area had not been off'ered but would be or
value to them.
Teachers were asked whether materials and equipment provided

by

the·

district were highly accessible, fairly accessible, or not accessible.
Sixty-nine per cent reported that materials and equipment were highly
accessible.

'lbe remaining 31 per cent reported that materials and

equipment were fairly accessible.

Teachers were also asked whether the
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audio-visual director cooperated with teachers in selecting and using
equipment and materials to meet teacher needs.

They were asked whether

the director did this regularly as a matter of poliey, whenever he was
asked to do so, or never.

Forty-eight per cent reported the director

did this regularly as a matter of policy.

'!he remaining 52 per cent

reported the director did so whenever he was asked.
Materials and F.guipment
The second page of the questionnaire was concerned with questions
concerning materials and equipment.

'lb.is page consisted of a listing

of various equipment and materials along with four response columns
which were designed to reveal four things.

Column one was designed to

show teacher awareness of various materials and equipment provided by
the district.

Column two was designed to indicate teacher use of

materials and equipment.

Column three was designed to reveal teacher

opinion of the adequacy of the supply of various materials and equip..
ment and Column four was designed to indicate the desirability of
equipment and materials which were not provided by the district.
Table 4 shows the results of this part of the questionnaire.

This page

was not completed correctly by five of the seventy-one questionnaires
returned; therefore, these five returns were not used in the study.
According to the audio-visual director all of the equipment listed
on the questionnaire was provided by District f 155. .An analysis of
the first response column indicated that a majority of the teachers were
aware of all but three items listed.

.Approximately 75 per cent of the

teachers were not aware that the district had an 8mm projector.
per cent of the teachers were not aware that the district had an

F.i.fty

TABIE .3
FINDINGS OF QUESTIONNAIRE OONCERNING AUDIO-VISUAL
SERVICES AND FACILITIES
PER CENT
YES
NO

1. Does the audio-visual department furnish a ca.talog

65%

35~

87%

13%

independent study using audio-visual materials and
equipment?

32%

68%

Is a teacher workroom provided for preparing materials
such as charts, bulletin boards, or transparencies for
overhead projection?

87%

13~

76%

24%

82%

18~

94%

6%

of available materials and equipment?

2. A:re facilities provided other than Your classroom
for previewing films and filmstrips?

3. A:re facilities available for students to pursue
4.

5. Are you notified

by Your audio-visual director of new
materials in Your field?

6. Have you been instructed by the audio-visual director
in the use of audio-visual equipment and materials?

7. Has instruction in the use of audio-visual materials

and equipment been offered to YoU by the audio-visual
director?

8.

Audio-visual equipment and materials that are provided
by District 1155 are:

31~:c.
9.

not accessible to teachers
fairly accessible to teachers
highly accessible to teachers

The audio-visual director cooperates with teachers in
selecting and using equipment and materials to meet
teacher needs:

31~:c.

never
whenever he is asked to do so
regularly as a matter of policy

Jl
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automatic slide projector, while 67 per cent reported that a. drymount press was not provided.

The questionnaire revealed a high degree

of awareness of all other pieces of equipment listed.
An

analysis of the second column revealed that the items of

equipment receiving :most use were the 16mm projector, the combination
slide and fil:mstrip projector, the overhead projector, the projection
screens, and the duplicating machines.

The analysis also revealed that

a comparatively high percentage of the teachers found four of these items
to be inadequately supplied.

An

analysis of the third column revealed

that 19 per cent of the teachers believed that the district did not
have an adequate supply of l6mm projectors.

Twenty-seven per cent

reported the supply of overhead projectors was inadequate, 24 per cent
reported that the supply of projection screens was inadequate, and
32 per cent reported that the supply of duplicating machines was
inadequate.

Nineteen per cent and 20 per cent respectively reported

the supply of tape recorders and record players to be inadequate.
The fourth column indicated the desirability of equipment and
materials not provided by the district, or in this case, the desirability
of equipment and materials not thought to be provided.

Only teachers

reporting "no" in the first column were asked to respond in this
column.

Of the 74 per cent who were not a.ware that an 8mm projector

was available, 20 per cent reported that they would use it if it were
available.

Of the 49 per cent who were not aware that an automatic

slide projector was available, 22 per cent reported they would use it.
Only 12 per cent reported that opaque projectors were not provided.
Twenty-eight per cent of these reported they would use this equipment
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if available.

Only' 5 per cent were not aware that tape recorders

were provided; 33 per cent of these reported they would use tape
recorders if available.
According to the audio-visual director, all of the materials
listed on the questionnaire are provided to some extent by District 1155.
An

analysis of the first response column revealed the majority of the

teachers were aware of all but three types of materials.

'.1.b.ese

materials were 8mm films, 2x2 slides, and dry-mounting materials.
Eighty-nine per cent reported that 8mm films were not provided,
68 per cent reported that 2x2 slides were not provided, and 65 i:ier cent
reported that dry-mounting materials were not provided.

An analysis

of the second response column revealed that materials receiving most
use correspond closely with the equipment receiving most use.
'.1.b.e third response column revealed that 46 per cent of the teachers
thought the system did not have an adequate supply of l6mm films.
Twenty-nine per cent reported the supply of 2x2 slides was inadequate,
13 per cent reported the supp]3' of 35m filmstrips was inadequate,
15 per cent reported the supp]3' of tapes was inadequate, and 13 per
cent reported the supply of records was inadequate.

'.1.b.e fourth response

column indicated that of the 89 per cent who had responded that 8mm
films were not provided, 23 per cent reported they would use them if
available.

Of the 68 per cent reporting that 2x2 slides were not

provided, only 7 per cent reported that they would use them if available.
On]3' 2 per cent of those who were not aware that dry-mounting materials
were provided said that they would use them.

TABIE 4

FINDINGS OF QUESTIONNAIRE CONCERNI.00 EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
Equipment and
Materials
Provided by
District #155

Do You Use
This Piece of
F.quipment or
Material?

Per Cent
Yes
No

Per Osnt
Yes
No

In Your
Opinion Does
The System
Have an Adequate
Supply of 'lhis
Equipment or
Material?
Per Osnt
Yes
No

--

If It Were
Available Would
You Use This
Equipment or Material?
(Colwrm 4 represents
on4" those responding
NO ;i;n Column l}
Per Osnt
Yes
No No Comment
8~

8mm. Projector

2~

74%

18%

82%

10~

16mm Projector

9?"1

3"'

8?%

13%

81%

191'

--

10~

Combination Slide and
Film.strip Projector

91"1

3~

73%

2n,

~

6%

10~

Automatic Slide Projector

51~

~

18f,

821'

10o1'

--

--

--

74%

26%

73"1

27%

Overhead Projector

10~

20%

22%

78.:f,

Opaque Projector

88%

12%

31%

~

93%

?%

28%

72%

Tape Recorder

95%

5%

49%

51%

81%

19%

33%

67%

Record Player

97'!>

3%

59%

41%

8~

20%

--

--

88%

12%

76'f,

24%

Projection Screens

10~

2%

11%

68%

32%

50%

5~

71%

86%

14%

23%

53%

16%

54%

46%

44%

56'f,

33~

67f,

Jo%

70'1/i

10~

Duplicators

94%

61'

94~

61'

8mm. Films

11%

891'

2~

16mm Films

86%

14%

84f,

~

10~

--

Dry Mount Press

\,...,)

87%

24%

TABLE 4--Continued
Equipment and
Materials
Provided by
District 1/:155

Do You Use
This Piece of
Equipment or
Material?

Per Cent
Yes
No

Per Cent
Yes
No

In Your
Opinion Does
'lhe System
Have an Adequate
Supply of This
Equipment or
Material?
Per Cent
Yes
No

If It Were
Available Would
You Use This
F.quipment or Material?
(Column 4 represents
only those responding
NO in Column 1)
Per c.ent
Yes
No No Comment

2x2 Slides

32%

68%

33%

67%

71%

29%

7%

20%

73'1>

35mm Filmstrips

79%

21%

79%

21%

87"'

13%

14%

14%

72"1

Duplicating Materials

911'

9%

92%

8%

92%

8%

17%

83%

Dry Mounting Materials

35%

65%

47%

.53%

100%

--

2%

14%

Tapes

73%

27%

42%

58%

85?h

15%

28%

72%

Records

82%

18%

72%

28%

87df,

13%

8%

92%

Transparency Production
Materials for
Overhead Projection

92%

8%

72%

28%

92%

8%

--

84%
\.,)

100%

"'

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary and Conclusions

The primary purpose of an audio-visual program is to be of
service in the improvement of instruction.

In order to carry out this

purpose, audio-visual programs must contain certain fundamental
elements conducive to efficient and effective operation.

The purpose

of the present study was to evaluate the audio-visual program of
Community High School District 1155 by comparing their various program
elements with the criteria chosen for the study.
After a comparison with the criteria the following conclusions
have been made concerning the audio-visual program of Community High
School Di.strict ffl55.
1.

The audio-visual director did not have sufficient time to
carry out supervisory duties of conferring with teachers
regarding utilization practices.

2.

District #155 did not have an adequate number of audio-visual
personnel.

3.

District #155 did not make provisions for student utilization
of audio-visual materials and equipment.

4.

Approximately 20 per cent of the teaching areas were not
equipped with projection screens.
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5. According to DAVI standards District #1.55 was lacking the
following items of equipment for a basic program.:
16mm Projectors (2)
Automatic Slide Projectors (1)
Filmstrip Viewers (41)
Overhead Projectors (12)
TV Receivers (1 per department)
Micro Projectors (2)
Radio-Receivers AM/F'M (4)

6. District #15.5 was lacking in the supply of the following
basic equipment items for local production services:
Drafting Tables
Light Tables tor Inspecting Transparent Materials
3.5mm. and .Poloroid Cameras
Simple Motion Picture Editing Equipment
Darkroom F.quipment

7. The audio-visual program of District #155 did not have a process
of periodic, objective evaluation.
8.

As evidenced from the findings of the teacher questionnaire,
the audio-visual director had done an outstanding job of
instructing teachers in the use of audio-Visual equipment and
materials.

9.

The findings of the teacher questionnaire revealed the majority
of the teachers considered audio-visual materials and equipment
to be highly accessible.

10.

All teachers reported the audio-visual director to be
cooperative in the selection and use ot audio-Visual materials
and equipment.

11.

Various percentages of the teachers reporting on the teacher
questionnaire found the audio-Visual program. to be lacking in
some areas.

The extent to which attention is to be given to

these areas will have to be decided by the administration and
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the audio-visual director of District 1155.

In situations

where a comparatively small number of teachers used an
item of equipment or material or found it to be inadequately
supplied, the adllini.stration and audio-visual director will
have to decide whether this situation warrants a change.
Community High School District #155 is to be congratulated for the
progress .made in the area of audio-visual education since the initiation
of the audio-visual department in 1963.

1he following recommendations

have been made in hopes that continued improvement and progress will
be made in this area.
Recommendations
Based upon the findings of this study, the following recommendations
were made for the improvement of the audio-visual program of Community
High School District #155.
1.

Two additional staff members are needed as professional
audio-visual personnel.

2.

One semi-professional audio-visual assistant is needed for
each thirty teachers.

J. Provisions should be made for student utilization of audiovisual materials and equipment.
4.

Provisions should be aaa.de for purchasing needed items of
equipment as shown by comparison with DAVI standards.

5. Provisions should be made for the purchase of needed basic
production equipment.

6.

Initiate an annual process of formal evaluation for the audiovisual program.
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7. Teaeher perceived needs should

be investigated and concern

given to them in light of the existing situation at
Community High Sehool District #155.

.APPENDIX A
Questionnaire Completed by Teachers
of Community High School Di.strict #155
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Number of years in school system _

Department - - - - - - -

l.

Does the audio-visual department furnish a catalog of available
materials and equipment?
YES
NO_ __

2.

Are facilities provided other than your classroom for previewing
films and filmstrips?
YES
NO_ __

3. Are facilities available for students to pursue independent study using
audio-visual materials and equipment?

4.

YES

---

NO

Is a teacher workroom provided for preparing materials such as charts,
bulletin boards, or transparencies for overhead projection?

---

YES

NO

5. Are you notified by your audio-visual director of new materials in
your field?

YES

NO._ __

6. Have you been instructed by the audio-visual director in the use of
audio-visual equipment and materials?

6a.

YES

NO_ __

Has instruction in the use of audio-visual equipment and materials
been offered to you by the audio-visual director?
'YES
NO._ __

6b. Would instruction in the use of audio-visual equipment and materials
be of value to you?

'YES

NO_ __

7. Audio-visual equipment and materials that are provided by Dist. 1155
are:

--- a.

not accessible to teachers

___ b. fairly accessible to teachers
___ c. highly accessible to teachers
8.

The audio-visual director cooperates with teachers in selecting
and using equipment and materials to meet teacher needs:
___ a. never

--- b. whenever he is asked to do so
___ c. regularly as a matter of policy
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IF YOU CHECK yes IN OOLUMN 1, FILL OUT OOLUMNS 2 and 3.
IF YOU CHECK !!2. IN OOLUMN 1, FILL OUT ONLY OOLUMN 4.
1

8mm Projector

16mm. Projector

Combination slide and
Filmstrip Projector
Automatic Slide Projector
Overhead Projector
Opaque Projector
Tape Recorder
Record Player
Projection Screens
Dry Mount Press

Dtlplicators
8mm Films
16mm Films
2x2 Slides

3.5mm Film.strips

Duplicating Materials
Dry Mounting Materials
Tapes
Records
Transparency Production
Materials for
Overhead Projection

4
If it were

the school
system have an

available
would you
use this

Do you use

In your opinion

'Ihis Piece
of Equipment
or Material?

does

NO

adequate supply

equipment
of this equipment or u terialf or material?

<lleck either
Yes or No
YES

J

2

Equipment and
Materials
Provided by
Crystal Lake
High Schools.

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES NO

APPENDIX B
Qualifications of The
Audio-Visual Director
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According to the Instructional Materials Bulletin of the
Illinois CUrriculum. Program the audio-visual director should have the
following qualifications.
a qualified teacher, preferably with teaching experience.

1.

Be

2.

Have leadership ability and skill in organization and hum.an
relations.

J.

Know and understand the process of curriculum development.

4.

Be familiar with the goais and the instructional program
of the school.

5.

Be

able to assist teachers and students in the integrated
use of various types of instructional materials.

6. Have broad knowledge of and familiarity

with instructional
materials including sources for their procurement and
varied methods for their utilization.

?. Know how to select and to evaluate instructional materials,
and is familiar with recognized reviewing tools and sources.
8.

Know how to ea.talog, classify, and process instructional
materials.

9. Know and understand how to utilize local resources. 1

1rllinois Curriculum. Program, Instructional Materials, Springfield
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1963, pp. 126-127.

APPENDIX C
lllties of the

Audio-Visual Director
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The following analysis of duties of audio-visual directors was
developed by members of the Oregon Audio-Visual Association.
Administrative Du.ties
1.

Organize and maintain a central instructional materials center
serving all schools within the district.

2.

Supervise the organization and operation of the materials
program within the separate schools.

J. Administer this program, with the assistance of the
coordinators.

4.

Determine the equipment and materials needs of the schools.

5. Keep reports and records of materials, equipment, and their
use.

6.

Select and purchase new materials, with the help of teacher
committees.

7.

Select and purchase new equipment, with teacher and technical
assistance.

8.

Organize and administer an efficient circu4tion system.

9. Promote public relations leading to an understanding of and
support of the program.
10.

Make reports to the school administration concerning the
operation and needs of the program.

Supervisory Dllties
1.

Supervise, through the coordinators, the operation of the
program in the individual schools.

2.

Plan and carry on an in-service teacher training program.

J.

Confer with teachers regarding utilization of materials.

4. Issue bulletins giving information on availability

and use of

materials and equipment.

5. Organize and make available a handbook giving information
on community resources available for educational use.
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Advisory Du.ties
1.

Confer with administrators in the planning of new buildings
and the remodeling of old structures.

2.

Assist in curriculum planning.

J.

Advise administrators, supervisors, and curriculum specialists
in the selection and use of equipment and materials for
curriculU.111 change.

Technical Du.ties

1. Repair and maintain equipment and materials.
2.

Produce or supervise production of materials. 1

1earleton Erickson, Administerin~Audio-Visual Services
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 19 ), pp. 14-16.

APPENDIX D
Standards for Physical Facilities
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l.

Light Control - Every classroom and auditorium should be provided
with means ot controlling illumination satisfactorily for all
types of projection. The three most common methods of controlling
outside light are based upon the proper installation of (a.) drapes,
(b.) shades, (c.) full-closure venetian blinds.

2.

Ventilation - There must be provisions for adequate air change in
the classroom or auditorium. before, during, and after their use
as projection rooms. Class alertness and comfort, necessary for
good use or projection aids, demands a reasonable suppJ.7 of fresh,
comfortable air at all times. Air ducts from. room to room are to
be avoided since these transmit and amplify unwanted sound.

3. Projection Screens - Every classroom and auditorium. should be

provided with a readily accessible and efficient screen, permanently
installed and so mounted that when it is not in use it will be
protected from dirt and damage.

4.

Pro.1ection stands and Stations - It is recommended that each
classroom be provided with a movable, sturdy projection stand.
Properly equipped projection booths should be installed in
auditoriums.

5. SJ>!akers - Permanently installed speakers are not recommended for
classrooms since speakers with portable 16mm. sound projection

equipment are ad.equate. A m.iniJlum of two installed, high fidelity
speakers should be provided for the auditorium, after consultation
with a qualified sound system specialist.

6. Wiring - All needed switches and outlets, a sufficient number
for electrical supply and sound-power supp]Jr should be provided
for at the time or original planning for buildings. This
includes an adequate number or electrical outlets, speaker outlets,
microphone outlets, radio and television outlets, central sound
systems, telephone lines, and light control wiring.
7.

Acoustics - All rooms and student traf.fic areas should be so
constructed and treated that normal noises and unusual background
sounds will be minimized, and so that sound reverberation will
be controlled in all rooms.

B. Display Facilities - Provisions should be made for effective

vertical and horizontal display areas in classrooms and other
parts of the building.

9. Pro.iect or Special Activity Areas - Adequate :free space should be
provided at both rear and front of classrooms and auditoriums to
permit su.ll-group activities as well as to provide space for
occasional exhibits and displays.
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10.

Storage Facilities - Special file cabinets and other types of
ready storage space, essential to proper filing, storing, and
maintenance of materials and equipment included in the school
audio-visual program, must be made available.1

1Charles F. Schuller (ed.), '.lhe School Jd!dnistrator and His
Audio-Visual Program (Washington D. c. : Department of Audio-Visual
Instruction, National Education Association, 1954), pp. 62-65.

APPENDIX E
General Selection Criteria for Audio-Visual Materials
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1.

Authenticity - Is the material factually accurate?
to date?

Is it up

2.

Appropriatenesg - Does the material promote the general educational
goals or the school s7stem? Is it in any wa7 objectionable? Is
it appropriate (with respect to vocabu.lary level, difficult7 of
concepts, methods of development) to the level of instruction
intended?

3.

Interest - Will the :material catch and hold the interest of users?
Will it stimulate curios1t7? Can it be used to satisfy" curiosity?
Does it raise credible problems that would appeal to intended
users?

4.

Organization and BaJ.ance - Is the material well-organized and
well-balanced? Is the :material presented logically and clearly?
Does the item contain too ma.eh extraneous :material?

5. Technical Quality - Is the technical qualit7 of the material

satisfactory? Is the visual image satisfactor7 (in focus,
pleasantly and effectively composed, :f'unctionally varied in
distance and angle)? Is the sound clear and intelligible? Is
color used effectively? Are sound and visual image syncllronizedt1

1James w. Brown and Kenneth D. Norberg, Administering Educational
Media (McGraw-Hill, Inc., 196.5), p. 74.

APPENDIX F
Facilities, Supplies, and Services
Needed for local Production of Audio-Visual .Materials
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l.

Mimeograph and spirit duplicators and supplies.

2.

One or more drafting tables, suitable lighted, equipped with
T-squares and rulers.

J.

A light table on which to inspect and sort negatives, slides, and
transparencies, and do tracing.

4.

'lherma.l and diazo equipment and supplies to be used in producing
paper or transparency reproductions.

5. Paper ou.tting and paper punching equipment.
6. One or more large work table areas on which charts or picture
materials may be processed for dry or wet mounting.

7.

Dry mounting press and tacking iron.

8.

One or more 3.5mm cam.eras, 8mm. or 16mn motion picture camera, and
Poloroid cameras.

9.

storage and check-out facilities for local preparation materials
and supplies.

10.

Photographic copying equipment.

ll.

Simple motion picture editing equipment.

12.

Photographic darkroom containing developing tanks, trays, contact
printer, enlarger, and timing devices.1

1James

w.

Brown and Kenneth D. Norberg, Administering Educational

Media (McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1965), pp. 123-124.
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